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Abstract
We discuss the singularity in the Borel plane of the ultraviolet renormalon due to
the multiple exchanges of the all-order Gell-Man{Low eective charges. A consistent
picture of the UV renormalon emerges when the eective charge is considered in all
orders. Contrary to the case of the one-loop eective charge, the strength of the singu-
larity is independent of the number of exchanges. A systematic method to determine
the residue and strength of the singularity is discussed.
1 Introduction
The infrared and ultraviolet renormalons are known to cause the large order behavior of
perturbation theory to be factorially divergent. The perturbative coecients due to the
renormalons at large orders are generally believed to be in the form
an = K n!n
b−n0 (1 +O(1=n)): (1)
For the infrared renormalon, the constants b0 and  are known, and there is a perturbative
method to determine K [1]. However, the ultraviolet (UV) renormalon is only partially
understood; No systematic method has been found to calculate the constants other than
b0. Furthermore, Vainshtein and Zakharov [2] have shown that for the UV renormalon the
exchanges of the two one-loop eective charges increase  by one unit compared to a single
exchange. In fact, with the one-loop eective charges, it can be shown that every additional
exchanges increase  by the number of charges exchanged. Thus  grows indenitely as
we add more one-loop eective charges in the renormalon diagrams. This makes us wonder
about whether there is a well-dened , and question the validity of the asymptotic form.
We show in this paper that this picture changes drastically, and a consistent picture of
UV renormalon emerges when we consider the eective charge in all orders instead in one-
loop. In fact, the asymptotic form can be understood only with the all-order eective charge
exchanges. This should not be so surprising because, even with a single exchange, the cor-
rections to the large order behavior from the chains of the higher-order vacuum polarization
diagrams add up to modify  from its one-loop renormalon value [3, 4]. Therefore, it should
not be expected to understand the large order behavior by studying multiple exchanges of
the one-loop (or nite order) eective charges. Only with the all-order eective charge, the
asymptotic form becomes meaningful.
With the eective charge to all-orders,  becomes independent of the number of charges
exchanged, and only the constant K gets modied from the skeleton diagrams with multiple
eective charge exchanges. Then for consistency with the asymptotic form in eq. (1), the
corrections to K should add up to a nite value.
In sec. 2, we introduce an exact relation among the residues and strengths of the UV
renormalon singularities of the current correlation function and the eective charge, and
show that the two exchanges of the all-order eective charge does not increase the strength
of the singularity, contrary to the one-loop case.
In sec. 3, we derive a general form of the renormalon singularity due to the multiple
exchanges of the all-order eective charge, and show that the strength of the singularity
is independent of the number of charges involved, whereas it grows indenitely when the
one-loop eective charges are exchanged.
In sec. 4, we demonstrate how the renormalon residue and strength can be determined
order by order in skeleton diagrams, and calculates them in the rst two orders.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider UV renormalon in QED. The problem discussed
above is inherent both in QED and QCD, and unlike in QCD the existence of a well-dened,
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renormalization scheme and scale invariant eective charge in QED allows a comprehensive,
diagrammatic understanding of the renormalon beyond one-loop.
2 All order eective charge exchange
Specically, we consider the electromagnetic current correlation function
i
Z
eiqx < j(x)j(0) > d
4x = (Q) ((Q)) (qq − q
2g) (2)
in the Euclidean domain in which Q2 = −q2 > 0. Here (Q) is the running coupling
constant. By choosing this specic correlation function we are not losing any generality.
This is because, once the large order behavior of the eective charge itself is determined
with the help of the current correlation function, that of any other Green’s function can in
principle be expressed in terms of the former.
Figure 1: A single exchange of the eective charge. The dashed line denotes
a chain of the vacuum polarization diagrams.












The large order behavior of an is dominated by the UV renormalon. The simplest UV
renormalon, an exchange of the one-loop Gell-Mann-Low eective charge, in Fig. 1 gives the



























(n+ 1)! n0 (Q)
n+1 (4)
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
: (6)





Let us now consider two exchanges of the one-loop eective charges (Fig. 2). Vainshtein
















n2 n! n−10 (Q)
n+1 (8)




n!n2 n−10 : (9)
Thus the large order behavior from the two exchanges of the eective charge is dominant by
a factor n over that from a single exchange.
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Figure 2: An example of two eective charge exchanges. The dashed lines
denote chains of the vacuum polarization diagrams.
As will be shown in next section, the diagrams of m exchanges of the one-loop eective













Apparently adding more one-loop eective charges in the diagrams generates stronger large
order behavior, and this makes dicult to understand the asymptotic form in eq. (1).
This picture changes completely when we consider the eective charge in all orders instead
in one-loop. To work with the all-order eective charge, it is convenient to introduce a Borel

































By denition, A(t) is renormalization scheme and scale independent.
With the Borel transform we can derive a useful relation, rst considered by Grunberg
[3], among the residues and strengths of the renormalon singularities of D((Q)) and the
all-order Gell-Mann{Low eective charge
a(t) =
(Q)
1 + (Q)(t=Q2; (Q))
: (14)
The large order behavior of D((Q)) in the form in eq. (1) corresponds to a singularity
in the Borel transform fD(b)
fD(b)  cD
(1− b=b0)
for b  b0 (15)








The denition of the eective charge in eq. (14) combined with the large order behavior
of D() in eq. (1) implies that the Borel transform of the eective charge also develops a
singularity of the form
ea(b)  bA
(1− b=b0)γ
for b  b0 (17)










b=b0 ea(b) = 0 fa2(b)− ga2D(b) (19)
in the Borel variable.
Using the convolution property of the Borel transform
gFG(b) = Z b
0
eF (x) eG(b− x)dx (20)
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it is easy to see that, in the r.h.s. of eq. (19), the leading singularity arises from the second
term. Then matching the singular behavior on both sides of eq. (19), we derive an exact
relation
 = γ + 2
bA = − cD b20
γ(1 + γ)
: (21)
This relation will be essential in determining the residues and strengths of the renormalon
singularities.
Let us now show that, with the all-order eective charges, the two exchanges of the
eective charges do not generate stronger singularity over the single exchange. Consider
rst a single exchange in Fig.1. Replacing the one-loop eective charge in eq. (4) with the





















Thus the renormalon singularity from a single exchange is:









This shows that the strength of the renormalon singularity from a single exchange is exactly
same as the exact one as predicted in eq. (21). Thus with the all-order eective charge, the
large order behavior from a single exchange is not suppressed at all as might be suggested
by the one-loop eective charge calculation!
This simple, but important observation immediately makes us suspect that the strength
of the renormalon singularity should be independent of the number of charges exchanged
in the renormalon diagrams. We rst conrm this inference with the diagrams with two
exchanges of the eective charges.
Replacing the one-loop eective charges in eq. (8) with the all-order ones, we get the
















near the singularity. Indeed the strength of the singularity is same as in the case of a single
exchange. Thus the large order behavior from the two exchanges is not enhanced by a factor
n over the single exchange as suggested in eq. (9).
Now with the eqs. (22), (24), it seems already clear that the pattern of the renormalon





This will be conrmed in the next section.
3 Multiple exchanges of eective charges
To show eq. (26), we consider a typical diagram with an m number of eective charge
exchanges (Fig. 3). Routing the momenta as shown in the gure, and after taking the Wick











d4k1    d
4km+1

Tr [γ 6k1γ    6km+1γ(6km+1− 6q)    γ(6k1− 6q)]Qm+1
i=1 [k
2







where the integration over the momenta is to be performed in the Euclidean space.










2; for i = 3; 4;    ;m: (28)
Without diculty a similar argument discussed below can be applied to the other regions of
the phase space. Borrowing a technique from ref.[5] we may now expand the denominator

















where jkj > jqj is assumed. After taking the trace in the numerator, it is not dicult to see
that the most strong singularity in the Borel plane arises from the terms in the numerator
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Figure 3: Multiple eective charge exchanges. The dashed lines denote
chains of the vacuum polarization diagrams.
proportional to Q2, or Q2-independent ones, along with only the rst few terms in the
Gegenbaur expansion. For these terms the angular integration can be performed explicitly



























































Since the singularity we are looking for arises at
bi  0 for i = 3; 4;    ;m (32)



































where gam(b) = Z 1
0





bi)ea(b2)    ea(bm) (b− mX
2
bi): (35)
The factor 2=m in eq. (34) is due to the restriction in eq. (32).
Applying the convolution property of Borel transform repeatedly, and using [1]
ea(b) = 1 +O(b ln(b)) for b  0 (36)
we can readily derive gam(b)  bm−1
(m− 1)!
for b  0: (37)




m−1−γ for b  b0: (38)
Notice that the residue of fam(b) is linearly dependent on the eective charge residue, bA. This
fact will play a crucial role in determining the residues and strengths of the UV renormalons.
Now substituting eq. (38) into eq.(34) we arrive at eq. (26).
With eq. (34) we would like to emphasize two facts. First, the strength of the renormalon
singularity is independent of the number of eective charges involved. Equivalently the large
order behavior from the multiple exchanges of the eective charges is same as that from a
single exchange except for a constant factor. Secondly, the renormalon singularity from the
m one-loop eective charge exchanges would befD(b)  (1− b=b0)−(m+1) (39)
because the Borel transform for the one-loop eective charge is [1]
ea(b) = 1: (40)
Replacing the one-loop eective charges with the nite-order ones would not modify the
singular behavior, since ea(b) at nite order is regular except at the origin [1]. The large
order behavior from the singularity in eq. (39) is:
an  n!n
m b−n0 : (41)
Thus  grows indenitely with the increasing number of the nite-order eective charge
exchanges. This conclusion is in contradiction with the ref. [6].
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4 Residues and strengths
In this section we show how the residues and strengths of the renormalon singularities can
be determined order by order in the number of the eective charge exchanges.
Summing the skeleton diagrams to all order, we may write the Borel transform near the




for b  b0 (42)
in which we explicitly stated the Nf dependence. Here Cm(Nf ) is the coecient of the
renormalon singularity due to an m number of eective charge exchanges. For its evaluation,
the skeleton diagrams with an m number of eective charge exchanges should be calculated.
The Nf dependence of the coecient is
Cm(Nf)  (Nf )
nL−1 (43)
where nL is the number of the fermion loops in the skeleton diagram.
With the assumption that the large order behavior due to the UV renormalon is given
by eq. (1), the series in eq. (42) must be convergent for consistency. Using the eq. (38), the
residue of fD(b) is then given by
cD = bA 1X
m=1
Nf Cm(Nf )m (−γ)! (−b0)m−1
(m− 1− γ)!
(44)
With the exact relation in eq. (21) combined with eq. (44), we have an equation for the
strength of the singularity
γ(1 + γ) = −
1X
m=1
Nf Cm(Nf)m (−γ)! (−b0)m+1
(m− 1− γ)!
: (45)
Note that bA;cD remain undetermined at this stage.
It is possible that eq. (45), especially its truncated version, has many solutions for γ. In





Once γ is determined with eq. (45), then we can nd the renormalon residues. Before
we go into details, it is useful to state the relation between the Borel transform dened in








When fD(b) is given in the form in eq. (15), the singular behavior of the standard Borel
transform is given by [1, 7]









Since the large order behavior from eq. (48) is:
an 







we are really interested in A where
A = bAe−b0 ln b0 : (51)
To determine A, consider a function
R(b) = e−b ln bea(b)(1− b=b0)γ: (52)
Then because of eq. (17)
R(b0) = bAe−b0 ln b0 = A: (53)
Barring any unexpected singularity near the origin in the Borel plane other than the renor-
malons, the function
e−b ln b ea(b) (54)
is analytic within the disk, centered at the origin, with radius b0. This allows to express the
















Note that even if the function R(b) is not analytic at b = b0, the series is convergent because
the function is nite at b = b0.
The coecients rk can be obtained from the series expression of the function in eq. (54),
which is given in ref. [1]. Once A is found with eq. (55), D can be determined using the
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exact relation in eq. (21). With eqs. (45), (55), we have nally expressed the strengths and
residues in series forms that are calculable.
We now demonstrate the perturbative calculation of the residue and strength to the rst
two orders. Using eqs. (22), (45), we have an equation for γ at the lowest order, with its
solution denoted by γ(1),









1 + 1=N − 1

: (58)
At next order, using eq. (24) we have









The solution of this equation is given in Table 1. Note that for Nf = 1 there is no solution
that satises the condition in eq. (46). This is probably an artifact of the truncation of the
full series in eq. (45), and should disappear at suciently high orders.
Now we can determine the renormalon residues using the γ’s determined above. From
the ref. [1],











































































Nf = 1 Nf = 2 Nf = 3 Nf = 4 Nf = 5
γ(1) .074 .038 .026 .019 .016
γ(2) .167 .082 .051 .036
A(1) 1.06 1.02 .99 .98 .96
A(2) 1.14 1.05 1.01 .98
Table 1: The strength and residue of the renormalon singularity to the rst
two orders.
Then using eq. (55) and the series expansion of ~a(b) to order m renormalons (for the
denition of renormalon order, we refer to ref. [1]), we have the residue to an m number of
eective charge exchanges. At the lowest order in the skeleton expansion







and at the next order

























These quantities are given in Table 1 for several values of Nf .
Finally we would like to comment on the large Nf limit. Because 0 is proportional to
Nf , at large Nf the equation for γ in eq. (45) reduces to that of a single exchange in eq.
(57). Thus the large Nf limit of  in eq. (1) is given by the diagrams with a single eective
charge exchange. It is also easy to see that, from eq. (55) and the ~a(b) expansion, the residue
at large Nf is given by
A = 1: (66)
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